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Committee of Inquiry on the Protection of Animals during Transport 
 

Written questions to Dr. med. vet. Madeleine Martin 

- Landestierschutzbeauftragte - 

Public Hearing on Long distance transports of live animals to third countries:  
Checks and issues in the Third Countries 

Marlene 
Mortler  

(EPP) 

1. Have you seen improvements in the transport conditions in recent years and if so in which areas and in which countries?  
2. Under which conditions are long-distance transports in your opinion animal welfare compliant? 

 
ANSWERS 1. Yes. There are selective improvements, e.g. in the Netherlands, Germany (at the level of the federal states) and Austria. The 

examination and decision-making criteria for a permit were tightened, or animal transports to certain third countries were completely 
prohibited.  The reason for this is the lack of really reliable information as to whether the necessary animal welfare requirements can 
be met on the routes. The visit, my colleagues and I made in 2019 in Russia at Russian control posts has strongly shown, in reality, how 
uncertain this is. 

2. Animal welfare compliant for me is animal husbandry in which, according to the OIE, the "five freedoms" -of hunger and thirst, -of 
discomfort - from pain, injury and illness - from fear and suffering and - to act out normal behavior. That idea should be used and 
transferred to long-distance animal transports. From my point of view, animal transports, regardless of where to, in or outside the EU, 
for longer than 8 hours, are usually not according to these criteria - especially if they are carried out at the same time as part of 
(agricultural) production or trade in a narrow economic concept. 
If, for example, dressage horses, being worth millions of euro, are transported/mostly flown around the world to competitions or 
through sale, it can be seen, that long-distance transports can be animal welfare-friendly. Cattle or pigs are obviously not worth it to 
us. It's clearly a question of the price, we are willing to pay. 
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Isabel 
CARVALHAIS 

(S&D) 

1. Currently, when animals cross the EU border, the EU authorities have limited capacity to monitor the compliance or even to enforce 
the EU requirements of animal transport. Is not this lack of control of the compliance with the EU rules, creating a constant 
uncertainty about whether animal welfare rules are being complied with?  

2. What mechanisms do you evaluate as possible to develop in order to establish control procedures in transport to third countries to 
ensure compliance with the EU legislation? 

ANSWERS 1. We actually have this lack of control. Due to the various documentation from NGOs, journalists and ultimately also through the report 
of my veterinary colleagues and myself, it is clear, that there is a high probability for EU law to be violated on some routes with 
certainty. That is why many official veterinarians do not want to handle such transports anymore. 

2. Our journey to Russia showed as an example : 
There were only a two control posts at Smolensk  and one at Samara (which at that time did not have EU standard). From Samara the 
routes split up - one route to the south, the other further east and than south towards eastern Uzbekistan. Til today there are none - 
even from the regional authorities approved - control posts on the further way. According to Russian law trucks are NOT allowed to 
unload the animals without having a control post approved by Russian vets: And on the further way to Uzbekistan?...nothing..So all 
heifer transports to Kazachstan and Uzbekistan are not according to EU legislation, cause feeding and unloading the animals for a rest 
is not possible. The heifers might be fed watered on parking lots. 
And on the way to all the other destinations in third countries, where we send animals? What we do know about the real situation in 
other third countries from documentaries of NGOs or journalists, we have similar problems. The conclusion has to be: Before further 
animals are illegally carried to third countries, we need a independent certification of all control posts and routes in third countries by 
veterinarians delegated by the EU Commission. For those of you who prefer to regulate it privately: In my opinion, certification and 
following audits are also possible by EU-accredited companies for control and quality management. The handbook “Certification 
Scheme” (SANCO/2011/GR/CRPA/S12.612074) could serve for any certification. The ultimately certified control posts and routes 
(normally always the same routes are used for animal transports) are to be inserted into the TRACES system and this system is to be 
expanded extensively with regard to animal welfare issues. This is how you can really help the dispatching veterinary authorities. The 
possibility of visits for an audit is to be regulated by contract through agreements with third countries.  
Besides the urgently needed certification, we need randomly audits also for the actual use of the control posts. Our discussions in 
Russia with operators of control posts, but also with veterinarians and other groups of people, confirmed, the experience of the NGOs: 
Many trucks from EU member states do not stop at the control posts or only stop there for a short part of the prescribed 24 hours. But 
this period of time is urgently needed by the carried pregnant heifers, at least to drink, eat and relax a bit. 
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QUESTIONS Report on animal welfare during exports (DG SANTE 6834) state that “the available information indicates that most transporters do not 
meet applicable EU rules after leaving the Union. The absence of agreements with EU neighbouring countries, together with poor 
retrospective checks and the inability of Member States to ascertain the conditions of transport and the feasibility of the plan for that part 
of the journey contribute to that concern”. 
 
Regarding the lack of feedback from third countries on the condition of animals during transport and at arrival (DG(SANTE) 2019-6835), it 
is impossible for Member States to assess compliance. To enforce this Court ruling, would mean for Member States to refuse any export 
of animals towards non-EU countries (obvious link with meat trade). 
If we look at transports in the Middle East and in North Africa, they do not fulfill European law but are totally outside the sphere of 
influence of the organiser: no authorization of the local transport company, no approval of the lorries and no certification of competence 
of the person responsible for the load, and, no contingency planning.  
 

1. On which type of authorizations (if any) can a competent authority rely for transports continuing in a third country? (authorisation of 
transporter, approval of trucks, approved resting stops, certificates of competence, contingency plans)  

2. Is this information currently shared with the competent authority? If so, how and by whom? 
3. How can competent authorities authorise transports to third countries, knowing that observation (direct or administrative) of the 

transport until the very final destination is not possible? 

 
ANSWERS 1. Various documents are available to the competent veterinary authority for handling the animal transports in question: approval of the 

truck, approval of the transport company (this includes the need for contingency plans), certificate of competence of the driver.  
However, the criteria for the approvals and the certificate of competence are different in the individual member states. So we actually 
need a harmonization of the requirements between the member states. You have to keep in mind however, that we have none 
independently approved control posts-see above and later. 
In Germany, by the way, the responsible authorities are supported in their inspections by the "Handbuch Tiertransport" as a collection 
of implementation/enforcement instructions. 

2. The organizer of the transport submit the necessary permits and a transport plan. This is checked for plausibility. During the controls, 
the respective authority checks the validity of the registrations, the registration certificates and the certificates of competence as well 
as the entries in the journey log. 
However, these documents are by no means sufficient to ensure transport in compliance with animal welfare. Without certification of 
the control posts and the routes in third countries with subsequent audits by the EU or independent bodies commissioned by the EUit, 
in my experience, no legally compliant animal transport to most third countries is possible. based on the trip to Russia. 
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3. Veterinary authorities in various German federal states have no longer processed long-distance transports to certain countries such as 
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan or Morocco due to their considerable concerns. We figured out 17 third countries as animal welfare high risk 
countries. As a result, the animal transports no longer ran through them, but instead the organizers of the transports just changed the 
competent authority and the federal state, meanwhile the changed the member state, to go on breaking EU legislation. 
There were also cases in which the responsible authorities were forced by the courts to clear the transports, e.g. to Morocco in 
December 2020. But long-distance transports are also questionable within Europe, e.g. for calves that have not been weaned. Here are 
no approved trucks for these on which they can be adequately fed. Nevertheless, a German court forced a respective authority to clear 
the transports. Legal certainty must urgently be created here, by amending (EC) 1/2005. The transport of unweaned young animals 
must be prohibited. 
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QUESTIONS 1. You have highlighted in the past that the certification of control posts and routes is fundamentally important. In your point of view - who 
is eligible for certifying control posts and transport routes? 

ANSWERS In my opinion, control posts/supply stations and routes should be certified by vets sent from the EU COM or by independent EU-accredited 
companies/bodies for controlling and quality management. Also the necessary audits should be done by these people.  
 
Since the approvals of the transport companies are handled differently in the member states, so a uniform certification for the companies 
also make sense too. This also was part of the EU project “High quality control post”. We actually have all the necessary EU papers and 
schemes – but we do not need them! We spent money and time to let experts work on these questions.and do not use it! This is ridiculous. 
Have a look on all the EU projects/papers about animal welfare on transports! 
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QUESTIONS Under Article 14 of Regulation 1/2005 organisers must submit a journey log which is realistic and indicates that the provisions of 
Regulation 1/2005 will be complied with, including for the stages of the journey which are to take place in the territory of non-EU 
countries (see final paragraph of the Court’s judgment). The organiser must demonstrate that they have taken the weather conditions 
into account. 
Where, under Regulation 1/2005, the transport needs to stop at a control post in a non-EU country to enable animals to be given feed, 
water and 24 hours rest, the organiser must identify a place for the stop which either is a control post or provides facilities equivalent to 
those of an EU approved control post (paragraph 54/55 of the Court’s judgment). 
However, it appears that neither the Commission nor most MS have reliable data of resting points outside of EU. In order to ensure 
practical implementation of the Court ruling, it is therefore recommended by the Animal Welfare Platform that, where the organiser has 
not previously used that place, he or his representative must visit the place before submitting a journey log, to ensure that it provides 
facilities equivalent to those required by Council Regulation on control posts. 
 

1. What data is available to verify the compliance of those stages of a journey outside of the EU? Which sources? 
2. Is this pre-journey inspection a common way that animal transports outside EU are carried out? Are transport organisers able to 

undertake this?  
3. If not, on what basis and on what information do competent authorities currently validate journey log approvals, if information on 

required control posts is missing? 

ANSWERS 1. The only approved by sight data, we have, are the data of  three control posts and of some addresses of so called control posts in 
Russia.  We also have some approvals by Russian law, which is not identical with EU law. All the other data and knowledge come from 
NGOs or journalists as eye witnesses. That is, why we urgently need an official certification of control posts and routes. We actually 
learned by the way, that the data we find in journey logs show often not the truth.  That is also a good reason, to begin a EU wide 
certification of the transport companies.  
All these steps would help companies, which want to work according to EU legislation, and stop the competition distortion, we have in 
the moment. 

2. The “pre-inspection” may be possible, but I am not aware of such a procedure. If it existed, however, as my trip to Russia clearly 
demonstrated, it would certainly not be effective and productive.  The inspection of the control posts/supply points indicated by the 
organizers in the journey logs showed beyond doubt that organizers had cheated the responsible authorities for years. In the summer of 
2019 there were 2 stations in the Russian Federation that had regional Russian approved, one was in the process of such approval. All 
three did not correspond to the EU standard. The remaining addresses in journey logs turned out to be run-down properties, hay stores 
or office buildings - all of them in no way suitable for unloading and supplying cattle. In addition, there were and are still no other 
control posts/supply stations on the routes to Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan - not even at least approved by regional authorities. This 
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means that until today all cattle transports to Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan do not comply with the EU law and the case of the ECJ 
(23.04.15). Yet the animals were carried all the way and suffer. At the same time, however, the organizers, who want to work in 
accordance with the law and therefore, for example, give up such transports, have less possibilities to work. They are severely 
discriminated, because member states and also the EU do not ensure compliance with the law. There is severe distortion of 
competition. 

3. As said before, the competent authorities cannot validate the information about the necessary control posts with certainty at the 
moment. 
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QUESTIONS 1. Do you think that control post requirements, transport duration and EU legislation is complied to in and through the Russian routes? If 
not please describe in what way breaches are observed? 

ANSWERS No. Control post requirements, transport duration and EU legislation are not complied to on the way through Russia.  There are violations 
at different levels: 
On the one hand, the rare control posts/supply stations do not meet EU standards or there are none. That is actually the "structural side". 
But of course that's only one point. Just as important is, how the transport companies use or do not use the control posts. 
During the trip, operators of stations and veterinarians believably reported to us, that many animal transporters do not stop at the supply 
stations at all or only for a few hours. Making no stops or taking a shorter time at the control posts save money. The cattle, usually 
pregnant heifers, are given no time at all or only a too short period to rest, eat and drink. Please think about, how long they are already on 
their way!! As a result, the animals suffer a lot. But this is exactly, what EU legislation is supposed to prevent. 
In addition to the control posts, you also have to keep an eye on the roads and their condition. While the main roads in the regions of 
Russia, where my colleagues and I drove, were in good condition, there have been reports of roads, used by animal transporters in 
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. The quality of the roads seems to be poor, due to many potholes or the lack of side borders, leading to 
considerable delays or extensions of the transportation time. 
Other violations have already been documented in detail by NGOs, e.g. trips in freezing cold (a lot below of – 5 degree) when the heifers 
stood on the truck, covered with snow or in periods of heat. 
The question of how many animals become sick, calve or die after the transports remains open. Only representatives of the insurance 
industry could know that for certain.  
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QUESTIONS 1. How do you assess the animal welfare conditions transport on ship until arrival in Beirut or Bahrain?  
2. Do you have knowledge about the state conditions of the animals at their point arrival? Is this checked by any authority? 

ANSWERS 1. I have no personal knowledge on this. However, the combination of long transports, first on truck, then on ship and then again on truck 
must be expected to cause high stress, fear and suffering on the animals. DG Sante describes in the report titled “Welfare of animals 
transported by sea, DG Health and Food Safety, 2019”, significant animal welfare violations in connection with ship transport. This 
should also apply to shipments to Bahrain or Beirut.  

2. I have no personal knowledge about that. But I know the experiences of serious journalists and eye witnesses from NGOs, who 
document violations. 
I guess, that insurance agencies should have considerable knowledge of the animals condition at the destination. An official vet-check 
on arrival is not required, but it would be necessary after every long journey, especially after combining several means of transport. 
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QUESTIONS 1. How often do you observe that animals are transported over 30C?  
2. What are your observation concerning ports?  
3. How cooperative is the police and the national customs and nat. veterinarians?  
4. What documentation do you have to evidence this? 

ANSWERS 1. Unfortunately, there are no Germany-wide or EU-wide surveys on animal transports that drive long distances in heat above 30 degrees 
or in cold below – 5 degrees. I come across such transports occasionally by chance, during my own evaluations and comparisons. They 
then seem to be processed again and again by the same authorities. 

2. I have no personal experience in relation to ports, but I refer strongly to the DG Sante report from 2019. 
3. I have no personal experience with the police, customs or veterinarians at EU ports. In my federal state in the middle of Germany, the 

police is mostly cooperative and knowledgeable. The same applies to customs and most veterinary authorities. However, I also had to 
do with state vets from other federal states, who were obviously too close to the transport industry. 
These were the one, who for example approved transports during heat periods with more than 30 degree. 
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QUESTIONS 
 

Export of animals to third countries 
Export transports of animals to non-EU countries regularly violate EU law with EU animal welfare requirements regularly being ignored and thus 
causing enormous suffering to the animals. However, veterinary authorities still approve animal transports despite unrealistic route planning, 
incomplete journey logs and transport conditions contrary to animal welfare.   

1. In your opinion, how full enforcement of the Regulation could be ensured outside of the EU?  
2. How is it possible that those responsible for such illegal transports, both economic operators and authority representatives, have been 

able to operate in this way for years and still continue to do so, apparently without any consequences? 

 
Alternatives to export of live animals 

3. Do you agree that export of live animals to third countries must be replaced by carcass trade, as it remains impossible to guarantee that 
the Regulation (EC) 1/2005 is fully enforced outside the EU (including EU law on slaughter and stunning which also cannot be enforced 
in third countries)?  

4. Would it be feasible for the EU to export outside its territories frozen meat coming from animals slaughtered in the EU with reversible 
stunning, of live animals?  

5. In your views, are there immediate measures the EU could put in place to prevent that EU animals slaughtered in third countries will 
face horrible and cruel killing conditions?  

6. European Parliament in the 2019 implementation report called on the Commission to develop a strategy to ensure a shift from live 
animal transport to a mainly meat-and-carcass and germinal products trade, given the environmental and animal welfare and health 
impacts of live animal transport. What should be in your opinion main points and priorities in such strategy? 

 
Behaviour of export companies 

7. Despite in August 2019 a delegation of veterinarians, you were part of, assessed the inaccessibility and ill-compliance of the control 
posts located in Russia and used for the exports of live animals via this route, still animals leave the EU to go to Russia and Kazakhstan 
(e.g. via Hungary and various other member states). What is your take on this?  

8. To your knowledge, is it currently possible to transport animals from Central Europe to Kazakhstan or Uzbekistan in compliance with 
1/2005? How do you assess the behaviour of export companies, which claim, and report in the journey logs, that live exports via these 
routes is carried out in compliance with the EU rules?  
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Data collection on animals’ health and mortality during transport 
9. To your knowledge, do certain importing third countries send back to the authorities of the Member States information or reports on 

the state of health of the animals or their mortality on arrival at the port of destination? If so, who are these data sent to, and who 
collects them? 

 
ANSWERS 1. Without certification with subsequent audits of control posts and routes by EU veterinarians or EU-accredited companies for control 

and quality management, it is impossible to enforce the regulation. In addition, the transport companies must also be certified by the 
EU. Please read the details above.  
In addition, a certification of the slaughter at least according to OIE-, or better according to the EU-standard, would be urgently 
necessary in any case. All requirements for certification should finally be included in bilateral trade or veterinary agreements. Then 
animal transports could only be to a country, which is verifiably certified in all points and allow regular audits. 

2. The handling of cattle transports to certain high-risk animal welfare third countries has almost been stopped at least in some German 
federal states such as Hesse or Bavaria, as well as in the Netherlands. Unfortunately, these measures are undermined by the transport 
companies, using the “easy going” handling practice in other federal states. In some member states handling continues - knowing the 
violations of EU law. In order to stop "tourism" in other member states, an amendment to (EC) 1/2005 is recommended. This should 
contain, that animals for export must be cleared at the nearest collection point and that the shortest, most suitable route to the final 
destination must be selected. 

3. As long as it is not possible for the EU, stringently enforce current EU legislation on animal transport to certain countries, we should 
stop all transports there. Exports of cattle for slaughter should, of course, be replaced by sending meat, and the exports of cattle for 
breeding by the sending semen and embryos. It has to be said, that the shipping of cattle for breeding is usually not about sustainable 
breeding in a lot of third countries. 
(https://www.tierschutzbund.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Downloads/Hintergrundinformationen/Landwirtschaft/Hintergrund_Export_Z
uchtrinder_und_Milchproduktion_in_Drittstaaten.pdf;) 
 
But to be honest: We breed to many calves, because the price of milk is too low. We have too many heifers and need to get rid of them. 
Without changing of dairy cattle breeding in Europe, we will never solve the problem - EU agriculture must be rethought! 

4. Yes. 
The aim would be, the animals to be slaughtered and dispatched within the EU, with reversible stunning, under Halal criteria.  

5. As an immediate measure for animal welfare reasons, there is only a ban on the export of animals for slaughter to third countries 
possible.  

6. May be help with the expansion of the cold chain might be necessary in third countries. We also need to think of an establishment of a 
European Halal certification, that includes reversible stunning. 

https://www.tierschutzbund.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Downloads/Hintergrundinformationen/Landwirtschaft/Hintergrund_Export_Zuchtrinder_und_Milchproduktion_in_Drittstaaten.pdf
https://www.tierschutzbund.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Downloads/Hintergrundinformationen/Landwirtschaft/Hintergrund_Export_Zuchtrinder_und_Milchproduktion_in_Drittstaaten.pdf
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7. It scares me, because it shows that some transport companies are stubbornly unreliable and act unfair to colleagues. However, it also 
shows, that various member states are unwilling to take appropriate action against companies, which break the law. Member states 
tolerate it as a “business model” for their domestic companies. Here the EU COM has to act with infringement proceedings. 

8. Our trip to Russia showed that it is currently not possible to transport animals from Central Europe to Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan in 
accordance with the requirements of (EC) 1/2005. Regardless of the (not equal to EU) standard of the control posts visited in Russia, 
there are no other control posts on the routes, going further from Samara, to and in Kazakstan and Uzbekistan. Inspite of that some 
export companies carry heifers to these countries and that is why, they can be called unreliable. For years they have spoken and written 
the untruth to the state authorities and they still do it! 

9. These reports would be very desirable, but unfortunately they are not required and are not customary. When revising (EC) 1/2005, a 
requirement to produce such reports/investigations should definitely be included. 

 
 
 


